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The Clothing Bank is now

Let’s take care of small business,

families and the planet.

We’re about more than clothing; more than appliances; more than
training or mentorship.
We’re about dignity, optimism, independence, and personal agency.
We’re empowering South African families to escape the cycle of poverty
– for good.
Over the past few months, we’ve had to face the fact that our name,
The Clothing Bank, limits our potential and no longer reflects our
purpose. Our multiple programmes have become sub–brands rather
than united initiatives under one mother brand.
Our new name unites us, serving the entire family.
At our core, we’ll always stay committed to the purpose we set 12 years
ago – to empower the people who are raising the next generation.
We are ready for a bright and impactful future as
TCB – Taking Care of Business.
Read more about our name change at www.tcb.org.za

vision

Eradicate poverty in
South African Families
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Equip aspiring
entrepreneurs with the
skills and resources
needed to unlock their
potential and access
the economy

Our

mission

purpose

To empower the
people raising the
next generation
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Empowering South
African families to
escape the cycle of
poverty

Our

promise

Collaboration
We believe that success is only possible
through partnerships and teamwork.
Everyone has a contribution to make.

Optimism
We are positive and confident.
We aspire to uplift and motivate those
around us through sincere enthusiasm
and intentionality.

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
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We are engaged and open minded.

Excellence
We are driven and inspirational.
We firmly believe that if we want to
inspire the best in others, we must
lead by example.

Sustainability
We are aware and responsible.
We honour people and the environment,
understanding that we affect and are
affected by our ecosystem.
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Our
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Founded in 2010, The Clothing Bank set out to
eradicate poverty from the lives of South African
mothers. Twelve years later, family remains at
the core of our impact story. Using head, heart,
and hands, we have proven that running a small
business truly is a pathway out of poverty and a
system for sustainability.
Along the way, we’ve built incredible power
partnerships that create shared value. We’ve
discovered proven systems for life-long impact.
Our programmes have expanded to include new
industries, products, and beneficiaries. We’ve
gained incredible friendships and we’ve even
changed our name to Taking Care of Business.
We are grateful to every single supporter who
stands with us.

Thank you

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
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Empowering South African families to
escape the cycle of poverty
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Turbulence. When we reflect on 2021/22, the words bumpy ride comes to mind. During the stormy aftermath of
Covid-19, we kept our focus on stability, sustainability and impact.
The relentlessness of the pandemic fuelled uncertainty, and the hangover effects started to become evident
in the communities we serve. The weaker economy meant harsh trading environments for our traders and
early learning centres. July and August 2021 were particularly difficult. KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng provinces
experienced devastating riots and looting which decimated businesses and
plunged the country into darkness. Cape Town was hit by a threeweek-long violent taxi strike, which resulted in those who depend
on public transport being too afraid to leave their homes, and
more job losses.
It is hard to comprehend the trauma and stress that
our beneficiaries had to endure this year. During
this time, we could see the transformational
benefits of our programme: beneficiaries and
colleagues displayed resilience, perseverance,
resourcefulness, and optimism despite the
challenges.
Covid-19 has taught us to be adaptive, responsive
to challenges, and future-fit. We invested our
energy in building for the future and developing
shared value partnerships for scale. This meant
reviewing our sustainability strategy and
positioning to achieve that vision. We realised that
our name, The Clothing Bank, limits us. Practically,
we are more than clothing donations. We have
expanded our product range to include homeware,
cosmetics, household appliances, furniture, and
excess fabric. Philosophically, our name limits our
potential and no longer reflects our purpose – to
empower the people who are raising the next generation.
Our new name, Taking Care of Business (or TCB for short),
unites us, serving the entire family.

Key highlights for 2021/22
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TCB was included in the Acumen impact investment fund’s global Corporate
Ready report, which lists the top 100 social impact organisations.
We relocated and expanded our Johannesburg and East London
facilities to accommodate growth.
We expanded our supply networks to include more retailers.
We now have 11 retail partners.
We partnered with the University of Johannesburg to further develop our
appliance repair training programme and roll this out to TVET
colleges.

We expanded our online training platforms extensively. Most courses
are now available online.
We expanded our Remake project and supply partners.
We expanded our Reskill training network to support other non-profits
and corporate partners.
We launched the GROW App to preschool centres and support organisations.
We signed a shared value partnership with Old Mutual to further
invest in the GROW technology platform and its roll-out.
We developed the GROW Online Curriculum – an interactive
digital classroom curriculum for preschool teachers.
We launched affordable micro-loans for preschool owners.
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Building a solid and sustainable future
We currently have the following exciting projects in
the pipeline:
1.

Relaunch and enhance our Year 2 curriculum
to deepen practical skills.

2.

Establish a graduate business accelerator to
support our graduates to grow and formalise
their businesses.

3.

Enhance the scalability of the appliance
programme content with practical videos.

4.

Implement a CRM system to streamline
operations and data gathering.

5.

In partnership with Old Mutual, relaunch the
GROW App with advanced features.

TCB remains optimistic that in 2022 the economy
will grow and that our programmes are relevant,
impactful and more needed than ever. We are
committed to partnering to reach scale and
create an ecosystem for change. We remain
convinced that by developing the people who are
raising the next generation, we will break the cycle
of poverty for South African families.
Thank you to our board, suppliers and donors for
their support and continued belief in us.
With gratitude,

Tracey Chambers and Tracey Gilmore
Co-Founders
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2022 by the numbers
2022 Key stats

Small business and enterprise development

Early Childhood Development

781

10 237

1 793

2 858

R83,8 million

641

2,36 million

1 555

11

R418 000

total beneficiaries recruited

total beneficiaries active in our
two-year programmes

children reached

children benefitting from our
Quality Education Programme
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1 April 2021 - 31 March 2022

estimated profits made by
beneficiaries

items received

retail partners
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teachers trained in person

online training courses completed
by teachers and principals

in micro-loans granted to
Early Childhood Development (ECD)
Centres

Our reach and footprint
Resell programme capacity

Preschools actively using our app
Mpumalanga

North West

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

20

Free State

Northern Cape

22

Johannesburg, Gauteng

200

40

178

11

7
Durban,
Kwazulu-Natal

200

Paarl, Western Cape

150

Cape Town, Western Cape

200
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Limpopo

Remake programme capacity
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Repair programme capacity

40

20

134

East London, Eastern Cape

200

28

20

95

Our programmes
Resell

Repair

Remake

Previously known as
The Clothing Bank.

Previously known as
The Appliance Bank.

Previously known as
TradeUp.

During this holistic two-year
programme we equip unemployed
mothers to become successful
clothing traders within the circular
economy. Their businesses are
fuelled by donations of excess
clothing and merchandise from the
retail sector, which reduces fashion
waste.

We equip unemployed South
Africans (mainly fathers) to
establish a business that repairs
and sells home appliances
during this two-year enterprise
development programme.
Damaged, broken and excess
stock is donated by retail partners,
repaired and sold to reduce
e-waste.

We equip unemployed
seamstresses to generate an
income through their design
and sewing skills and creativity.
Donations of fabric, soft
furnishings, and haberdashery
from supply chain partners
support this circular economy
programme.

Redistribute

Reskill

We support non-profit
organisations that care for the
elderly and children, as well as
disaster relief efforts. Donating
products to charity partners allows
them to focus on executing their
core mission, while we meet their
beneficiaries’ immediate needs.

We offer our life-changing skills
training workshops in financial
freedom, entrepreneurial, business
and life skills to other organisations
to improve the lives of their
beneficiaries and staff.

GROW
Educare

Programme

Programme
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Programme
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Programme

We also offer a graduate business
accelerator. This one-year
programme assists selected
graduates to grow their already
established, successful small
businesses to increase revenue
and create jobs.

Centres

We equip preschool owners in
developing neighbourhoods
to run 5-star ECD centres that
are also financially sustainable
businesses.

Resell (previously The Clothing Bank)
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651

beneficiaries recruited

1 005

beneficiaries active in the
two-year programme

569

graduates still accessing product

R40,4 million

estimated profits made by ED
beneficiaries

R30,4 million
estimated profits made by
graduates

11

supply partners

2,2 million
total items received
PAGE
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A holistic approach to poverty
eradication
Our Resell Programme (previously The Clothing
Bank) empowers unemployed mothers with the
skills needed to start small businesses and become
financially and socially independent. We aim to
make self-employment aspirational, which creates a
pathway out of poverty. Over the past year,
1 005 women were actively engaged in our twoyear learning and development programme and
established their micro-trading businesses.
Our successful and innovative model creates winwin strategic partnerships with most of South Africa’s
retailers who donate all their excess merchandise
(customer returns, store damages, end of season
and bulk rejections) to our programme. We offer
these partners a national, cost-effective solution to
the supply chain waste problem by collecting excess
merchandise and using it to help unemployed South
Africans start small businesses. We are grateful to
every retail and supply partner who continued to
support us during a very tumultuous year. We extend
a warm welcome to our new partners!

Resell (previously The Clothing Bank)
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Comprehensive Enterprise
Development programme
During our two year enterprise development
programme, the women receive financial, business
and life skills training and complete a practical
computer training programme and an NQF level 3
learnership called Informal Small Business Practice.
During the first 12 months of the programme, every
woman receives life coaching in small groups from
a qualified life coach. The women also receive
weekly business mentoring to assist them in their
record keeping and running their trading businesses.
In addition, women volunteer in the warehouse
once a week, allowing them to work in a structured
work environment and learn to work in a team. Our
programme thus engages our beneficiaries holistically
in all three dimensions: head, heart and hands.

Expanding our impact
In September 2021, our Johannesburg branch
relocated to new premises in Midrand. The building’s
mix of warehouse space and training facilities suits our
needs perfectly, and our Midrand branch has become
a flagship TCB operation. Our East London branch also
moved to larger premises in October 2022.

Unlocking human potential
In 2021 we spent time improving our operations and
efficiencies. Thanks to clear and improved processes,
our branches operate like business units with an
inspiring mandate: to equip aspiring entrepreneurs
with the skills and resources they need to unlock their
potential and access the economy.
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Impact story
Nombulelo Magunya
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Langa
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I’m from Umtata, but I moved to Cape Town in 2004. I have two kids. My girl is 16 and my boy is 13.
It breaks my heart when I think of my life before TCB. I was suffering like nobody’s business. My kids and I didn’t
have a cent. We were struggling badly.
I still remember the day I visited TCB for an interview for the opportunity to join the programme: I was wearing
a size 7 tekkie because that was the only shoe I could get. My feet are size 4 but because of my situation, I
bought these tekkies from a street child for R30 so that I can wear shoes to the interview.
In those days, before TCB, we shared half a brown bread, and we went to sleep very early because I didn’t
have electricity for light. Rather than using lights, I would keep my two units of electricity till the following day to
boil a kettle of water. Then, we share it to take a bath because my children must go to school. Sometimes, my
mother would send us food money from the Eastern Cape. I would spend the money too fast. I didn’t know how
to budget at all! We had no savings. No planning.
Now I’m so proud of TCB and myself. Ever since I start here, my life has been changing. By the grace of God,
when my two years at the TCB programme finished, I was invited to become an ambassador! Everybody at
home now respects me. Every week, I make sure I save R2 000 in my other bank account because I now have a
budget and I have goals for myself. I am debt free!
Currently, I have a stand in Grand Parade in Cape Town. I only sell on cash – no credit or loans! Linen and
clothing; that’s what I sell the most.
I don’t know how I can thank TCB. They taught me how to use money, save, and control my business and
personal finances.

Repair (previously The Appliance Bank)
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95

beneficiaries recruited

89

beneficiaries active in the
two-year programme

104

graduates still accessing product

R7,2 million

estimated profits made by ED
beneficiaries

R5,7 million

estimated profits made by
graduates

3

supply partners

177 684

total items received
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Income generation through an
indispensable skill
Our methodology takes a holistic approach to
enterprise development. We provide our recruits with
real income-generating opportunities and relevant
skills in an environment that encourages personal
growth, supports healing, and inspires change.
The Repair Programme (previously The Appliance
Bank) is a full-time opportunity for unemployed
South Africans to establish appliance repair and
trading businesses. The enrolled candidates spend
one day a week volunteering in our facility, helping
process and de-brand our donated stock. Many
of our participants have never worked in a formal
environment before, and the skills they learn on their
volunteer days are invaluable. They spend one day
a week learning how to repair appliances under the
guidance of a professional facilitator and one day
in the classroom learning business, finance and life
skills.
The formal training programme spans over two
years and includes support through group coaching
and business mentoring. Historically, the Repair
programme recruited men (mostly fathers). Over the
past year, we’ve been pleased to see women apply
and join. We currently have 89 active recruits enrolled
in our two-year learning programme.

Supporting the circular economy
The Repair programme creates mutually beneficial
relationships with South Africa’s major retailers
by providing a solution for the responsible repair,

Repair (previously The Appliance Bank)
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recycling and disposal of their excess product
and e-waste and offering them the opportunity to
improve their B-BBEE Score Card.
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By extending the life of damaged appliances, the
Repair programme is positively impacting the
environment, which offers all retailers, wholesalers
and manufacturers opportunities to comply
with the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
requirements gazetted in November 2021. During
the past financial year, we responsibly repurposed
177 684 items received from our supply partners.

Expanding our impact and sharing
our knowledge
Our relationship with the University of
Johannesburg (UJ) is providing opportunities for
our appliance traders to become facilitators. UJ
partnered with TVET colleges and implemented
an e-waste learning programme. Four of our
TAB Midrand graduates completed their “train
the trainer” programme and started training the
first cohort of the UJ TVET College students in
June 2021. The feedback was very positive, and
our four graduates competently and confidently
facilitated the training.
Our TAB technical training includes theory and
practical application. We are currently creating
high-quality training and demo videos of the
technical component of the modules so that
we can make these more accessible as useful
support tools for current and future recruits.

Impact story
Siyasanga Zenani, 24 years old
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Khayelitsha

I did not pass my matric in high school, but I
wanted to. So, I went to rewrite my matric, but I
didn’t get the results. I tried again. I went to an
organisation that helps you study and get your
matric but I couldn’t afford to finish my matric and
provide for my parents. I needed to earn money
– not study. My parents were not working at that
time and I felt pressure to provide for my family,
including my three younger sisters.
Starting at TCB was a bit scary. But each time I
come here I get more confident. I learn how to fix
things. I come to class every time – I never miss a
class because I want to learn. I learned how to fix
a kettle and an iron first. I sell those the most! They
are the most popular with my customers.
I am learning how to fix microwaves, stoves, fridges
and other big appliances next. I see myself as a
business owner. If someone needs any appliance
– they come to me. I am a problem solver for my
customers!
It’s a great opportunity to be here. It helped me
a lot. It built something inside me. I learned how
to be independent. How to be business-minded.
How to build a proper business. What’s difficult is
that I live on my own and I still must provide for my
young sisters who are at school.
My advice to others? You need to work for your
money. Never borrow. A loan is a bad idea. If you
need money, work for it. Solve your customer’s
problem. Then money will come.
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Remake (previously TradeUp)
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35
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beneficiaries recruited

26

beneficiaries active

Micro-manufacturing from
excess stock
Remake’s mission is to support artisanal micromanufacturing businesses by repurposing surplus
stock sourced from within the retail supply chain.
We take a holistic approach to growth by providing
unemployed seamstresses with opportunities to
develop their entrepreneurial mindset and improve
their technical skills.
We challenge our seamstresses with innovative
projects. They receive a brief which inspires them to
design and upcycle surplus fabric, trims, workwear
and cut samples donated to TCB’s Remake
Programme. We support our seamstresses on their
journey to establishing and growing their micromanufacturing businesses by offering training
modules that include business skills, financial
literacy and support through coaching and business
mentoring.
Our coaching and mentoring programme helps
identify each micro-business owner’s strengths and
provides support to help them succeed. We currently
have 26 seamstresses committed to their 12-month
journey.

Impact story
Philiswa Nkomo, 42 years old
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Khayelitsha
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My whole life I wanted to follow my dream – to become a fashion designer and make clothes! I always wanted
to have my own business.
At first, I learned everything about sewing on YouTube! But after five years, I felt limited in my ability so I went
back to school to learn clothing creation at college full time. I thought I would relaunch my sewing business
after my studies, but Covid-19 hit us hard. My money was gone. I had to start over, find clients, and build my
business during Covid-19.
When I heard about the opportunity to learn about the business side of clothing and fashion, I knew this
was for me! TCB has taught me how to maintain and sustain and manage a business. I’ve learned money
management. This is what I needed!
The best thing about TCB is to know that you can. It gives you that edge to push more – to be resilient. You
learn how to sustain yourself and your business.
My business is growing one step at a time. I can already see the difference. I was feeling stuck. But now I am
breathing again. My family is proud of me too – that I got up again.
My advice to others? Building a business needs patience. You must keep learning and growing through every
stage of your business. Do not fear if your business is crawling – that’s just a phase. Keep going.

Redistribute

items donated to NPOs

I Love Coffee
A great example of collaboration includes a project
we worked on with I Love Coffee. They are a social
enterprise that’s a force of positive change for the
deaf in South Africa. I Love Coffee is dedicated to
becoming one of our country’s leading artisanal
roasted coffee suppliers and they use coffee as
an opportunity to bring people together, build
communities and bridge the communication gap.
They supply roasted coffee and food services to
consumers and offer specialist skills training to their
staff. 80% of their workforce is deaf.

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

I Love Coffee approached us as they needed quality
workwear for their staff. Our power partnership with
Jonsson Workwear enabled us to meet their needs,
and we donated professional chef jackets, trousers
and sleeveless puffer jackets to their team.

Siphindle Mboza proudly sporting her chef’s
jacket, kindly donated by TCB. She started as a
barista and is now training as a baker.
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TCB provides in-kind donations to Non-Profit
Organisations that care for people with disabilities or
which have vulnerable people living in their care.

During our 2021/22 financial year, we donated 175 309
items valued at R4 511 509 to various NPOs nationally.
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175 309

In-kind donations where it’s
needed most

Reskill
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Life-changing training
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During our 2021/22 Financial Year, we partnered
with Lisa Illingworth, the founder of Future Proof SA,
to expand our Reskill programme curriculum. As a
result, we have successfully designed a relevant
curriculum framework that provides a structured
process to deliver impactful learning courses that
empower people with the skills needed to live
meaningfully and change their life’s trajectory.
Our learning courses equip organisations and
individuals on their learning journey with the
skills needed to become financially and socially
independent. Our offerings include life-changing
workshops covering financial literacy, business,
computer, practical appliance repair and personal
growth skills. Our courses are offered in person,
through train-the-trainer programmes, and various
courses are available online.
We have successfully worked with various non-profit
organisations such as Gold Youth, Grow Great, Yes
We Can, and NOAH to support their beneficiaries

with training. We have also worked with corporate
clients, such Food Lovers Market and Direct Axis, to
train their employees using our Me and My Money
financial literacy course. In addition, we are working
with educational institutions such as the University of
Johannesburg and local TVET Colleges to train their
learners with the practical skills needed to repair
damaged household appliances.

Computer literacy skills
A few months every year our computer labs are
underutilised. We decided to take the opportunity
to open our doors and collaborate with like-minded
organisations that would benefit from our practical
computer training. Thanks to the support from the
Allan Gray Orbis Foundation Endowment, we offered
computer literacy training to over 260 men and
women referred to us through our NPO partners.
Our course curriculum includes a comprehensive,
practical, empowering computer literacy
programme that covers basic Microsoft Office skills,
the internet of things and modules on how to use
social media to grow your business.

GROW Educare Centres
10 237
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children reached

2 858

GROW Educare Centres was established as a project
of The Clothing Bank in 2014 and is now a separate
legal entity but remains part of the TCB family.
The vision is to bring 5-star early learning to every
neighbourhood to unlock human potential.

45

The recent ECD Census (May 2022) and Thrive by
Five Index Report (April 2022) revealed that there
are currently 42 420 ECD centres in South Africa and
1,6 million children (72%) who attend these centres,
which employ 193 361 staff.

children benefitting from our
Quality Education Programme

franchise centres

225

jobs supported at franchise
centres

87%

of learners assessed at franchise
centres are developmentally on track

641

teachers trained in person

1 555

online training courses completed
by teachers and principals

R419 000

in micro-loans granted to
ECD Centres
PAGE
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5-Star early learning in every
neighbourhood

We know that the first years of life are instrumental
to our children’s development and future success.
Sadly, the Thrive by Five study revealed that 55% of
children aged 4 to 5 cannot do the learning tasks
expected for their age. The ECD Census recorded
that 50% of centres do not have access to materials
for counting and 48% do not have access to basic
materials like playdough. There is a massive gap and
room for improvement.
GROW works with ECD centre owners, teachers and
other support organisations to ensure children
are ready for school by providing a holistic,
comprehensive support package. This includes a
complete management platform and technology, a
detailed curriculum consisting of 200 lesson plans,
continuous teacher training and development,
education and business mentorship, educational
equipment, infrastructure, registration support, and
low-cost finance.

GROW Educare Centres
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Accessible, affordable preschools
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We believe that for excellent preschool education to be accessible, affordable, and sustainable in every
neighbourhood, we need to change the status quo in the ECD sector by:
1.

Leveraging technology as a tool to democratise access to tools and resources.

2.

Equipping teachers and ECD owners with our comprehensive recipe for success.

3.

Driving data-driven decision-making across the ECD sector.

4.

Developing ECD Centres into sustainable, women-owned small businesses.

5.

Collaborating with sector stakeholders for scale and shared impact.

6.

Engaging parents to drive demand from the bottom up for quality early learning in their neighbourhoods.

7.

Bringing new forms of affordable finance into the sector to reduce reliance on philanthropic capital.

Early education is where we can unlock massive human potential in children, and women-owned small
businesses, which is why GROWing this programme is so important.

GROW Educare Centres
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Key Achievements
•

45 franchise centres supported post-Covid-19, operating at 90% capacity with 1 864 active learners. 87% of
learners assessed at these centres are developmentally on track.

•

Launched the GROW App free to the ECD sector. 1 571 people have downloaded the App since April 2021,
with 884 currently active, and 10 236 learners enrolled who could benefit.

•

Implemented our new GROW 5 Steps to 5-Star model, which resulted in 23 educational kits being installed
in 16 new centres (Step 2 schools). A total of 2 858 children now benefit from the GROW Quality Education
Programme.

•

We rolled out our online training and additional training workshops with 1 555 modules completed by
participants.

•

Signed a shared value partnership with a subsidiary of Old Mutual to scale and further develop the App’s
functionality, ensuring that the base functionality will remain free to use.

•

Actively engaged non-profits and other stakeholders that support the sector to use the App and
contribute to building a shared open-source ecosystem. Currently working with nine organisations.

•

In preparation for scale, we invested in growing our online training workshops and significantly enhanced
the online curriculum with rich audio, video and photographic content to bring the lesson plans to life.

•

Secured philanthropic venture capital and signed a partnership with Spoon Money (a registered financial
services provider) to extend our low-cost, small business loan offering to ECDs to invest in the GROW
quality educational equipment kit. To date, we have advanced loans of R1,096 million and have a loan
book of R924 000.

It takes a village to raise a child but
an ecosystem to scale innovation.
GROW has a proven recipe for success that ensures quality early learning is consistently and sustainably
delivered in a way that empowers women-owned businesses. We plan to scale this to at least 7 000 centres
within the next three years. We know that we cannot do this alone and are committed to playing our part
in this complex ecosystem by ensuring the tools and resources we have developed are accessible to all. By
encouraging more stakeholders to collaborate, we aim to benefit 300 000 learners by 2025.
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Impact story
Chantal Braaf
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Owner and Principal of Happy Valley Day Care in Strandfontein
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My husband, Lionel, had a dream to open an ECD centre for kids with absent fathers. Four years later I quit my
job to join the centre. Now we have 45 learners, and three classes with four teachers!
This programme has been such a worthwhile investment. I’m not being boastful, but if you had seen our ECD
before and you see it now: it is wow! And the App too. It works. My paperwork is at a minimum because I fill in
everything on the App. I know exactly where my money is going, what I paid and what I did not pay. The App
makes things so simple.
Before we started with GROW, things were so stressful. The curriculum was a big issue. We didn’t have a proper
curriculum. I had to come up with lessons, Google pictures and tell the teachers what they should do. It was
all up to me. We had no educational equipment because it’s very expensive. As an ECD centre, we have no
access to finance to try to improve our business.
Now the atmosphere at our ECD is quite relaxed because we all know what we’re doing, what we’re going to
do tomorrow, and we have all the equipment we need. It is amazing.
It’s important to invest in your centre and a curriculum, good equipment and teacher training because you
are investing in the children and your business.
The kids are seeing the difference. My husband’s dream is to get bigger premises or to open another centre.
Mine is just to have the kids perform well. I am very proud of our school now.

The Greenlight Movement
The Greenlight Movement –
measuring poverty eradication
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Average participant scores per survey timeline
50

The tool provides a clear line of sight regarding
what needs to be prioritised on their journey out of
poverty. At the same time, the tool helps us identify
what support needs to be delivered and measure our
impact in alignment with our Theory of Change.
In 2021 we completed an impact study of the
previous five years using data collected from over
6 551 greenlight surveys conducted with participants
over the programme’s lifetime. This study concluded
that over the 2-year programme, participants
made significant strides in eradicating poverty in
their families. It also concluded that this impact is
sustained beyond the end of the programme. This
result confirms that the TCB Theory of Change is
delivering its intended impact.
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Indicator points
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It is essential to ensure that our programme is
changing lives. In collaboration with the Greenlight
Movement, a collaboration of 100+ organisations, we
measure our impact using the Greenlight tool. This
tool is a social methodology and metric that helps
people progress out of poverty by empowering them
to understand and map their own choices. Through
a self-assessment survey and intervention model,
it enables people to develop practical solutions
to overcome their obstacles towards eradicating
poverty in their families.
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Retail Supply Partners:
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Partners and funders
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Funders (R30 000 or more):

Ruth and Anita Wise Trust
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RR Pillay Bursary Fund

Lombardi Charitable Trust

Partners and funders
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Programme Supporters:
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2022 Financial highlights
Total income

4%
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Total income grew by
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Total:

R88 747 057

44% to R88,7 million
Enterprise development revenue
grew by

8% to R39,7 million

45% of total income was
self-generated

45%
51%

n Grant income
n Enterprise Development Revenue
n Other income

Grant income

9%

9%

Total:

R45 117 852

Operating expenses grew by

16% to R56,2 million
Despite the effects of Covid-19, we were blessed
with an abundance of stock from our retail
partners. Total revenue grew by 44% to R88.m, of
which R39.7m came from self-generated enterprise
development revenue and R45m from grant
funding. Our TCB programmes were 88% selffunded, and the organisation as a whole was 71%
self-funded. Operating expenses grew by 16% to
R56.2m, mainly due to the training costs related to
the TCB programmes, which were grant funded.
The organisation made a net surplus of R32m for
the year (2020/21: R10.7m).

49%
33%
n Corporate grants		

n International grants

n Government grants

n Foundation and Trust Fund grants

Operating expenses
10%
20%

Total:

R56 265 258

36%

34%
n Enterprise Development Training

n Finance and Administration

n Enterprise Development Operations

n GROW Educare Centres costs

Contact details

www.tcb.org.za
info@tcb.org.za
021 531 2134

Connect with us on social media

NPO number: 081-505-NPO
PBO number: 930032046

